I am mad at you for what you did
to my family. Because of you my dad never
got to see me play soccer or see me go into kindergarten.
You make me really sad and mad at you
because of that. By Taryn Speer
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Dear Daddy,

Thank you so much for your support. Your love and encouragement mean the world to me. I'm doing my best to continue this journey.

Sincerely,

Daddy

To: Daddy

From: Freedom

Dear Daddy,

I'm doing my best to continue this journey. Thank you for your support and encouragement. It means so much to me.

Love,

Daddy

(*Note: The handwriting appears to be a rough draft with some corrections and annotations. The text is not entirely legible due to the style and quality of the writing.*)
Tanner Speer

Memorial Day is a day when you are reminded of people that have fought for our country. Memorial Day is also a day that you honor soldiers that have died during wars. This holiday is special to me in a way and not that special to me in a way.

Memorial day is special to me because not only my family honors my dad but the whole military does. Memorial Day isn't that special to me because I don't only remember my dad on Memorial Day but the reason why I don't have my Dad.
By Tanner Speer

I think that Onilbar Carter should go to jail for years because of the open hole he made in my family and killing my dad. Now because of Onilbar Carter I never ever new or seen my dad and I don't have a memory of my dad.

Army Rock's Bad Guys Stink!!!